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I. Han Bannermen Landlords in Fengtian 

A large area of bannerlands and manors were owned by the Qing court 

and its nobles in Manchuria in the Qj.ng period (1644-1911). Especially the 

Qj.ng court controlled a vast area of manors, such as the manors of the Imperial 

Household Department (Neiwufu guanzhuang). Those lands belonged to the 

Three Tombs of the Qj.ng Emperors (Sanling) were also controlled by the Qj.ng 

court. These types of lands which belonged to the Qing court and its nobles 

were sometimes classified as "public land (guandi)" at the end of the Qing peri

od. The domestic offices of the Qj.ng dynasty (the banner offices) controlled 

these public lands. Therefore, first of all, we need consider the structure of the 

Qj.ng banner system for the study of the land problems in Fengtian. 

The eight banner system was the military and social organization of the 

Manchus, the ruling ethnic group of the Qj.ng dynasty. All Manchus were sepa

rated into eight banners, by virtue of their tribal origin, and were under the 

control and protection of the banner in which they were enrolled. The eight 

banner system was initially composed of Manchus only. When the Manchu dy

nasty began to control a large number of Han Chinese and Mongols as it con

quered the Han and Mongolian societies in southern and western Manchuria, 

Mongolian and Han banners were established by Huangtaiji (Taizong), a son of 

Nuerhaqi (Taizu), in 1635 and 1642, respectively. 1) 

There were generally two large types of Han Chinese who were enrolled in 

the banner system. The first consisted of the former generals and soldiers of the 

Ming army. Some Ming generals such as Kong Youde, Sheng Kexi, and Geng 

Zhongming, who had defended the Liaodong (southern Fengtian) area from 

the Manchu, surrendered with their subordinate soldiers to the Manchu dy

nasty prior to the Qing advance into China proper. These former Ming gener-
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als and soldiers, organized as Han bannermen, helped the Manchus establish 
the Qjng dynasty in Beijing. 2) 

The second type of Han bannermen consisted of ordinary Liaodong peas
ants. When the Manchus conquered Liaodong, many Han Chinese landlords 
and peasants, especially those living in the Liaoyang and Shenyang districts, 
surrendered themselves and their lands to the Manchu dynasty so as to ensure 
their safety. These Han Chinese were also enrolled in the Han banners when 
the Qjng dynasty reorganized the newly occupied lands into bannerlands and 
various types of manors. 3) The Han bannermen were usually permitted to man
age and cultivate the land they had surrendered as long as they paid annual 
tribute to the Qing court and its nobles. The above two types of Han banner
men, the former Ming generals and soldiers and a large number of the 
Liaodong peasants, were under the control and protection of the Qjng banners 
in which they were enrolled. 4) 

There were two reasons why the Manchu dynasty established the Han ban
ners. The first was that they needed the Han Chinese military power. The num
ber of Manchu soldiers was very small when the Manchu dynasty confronted 
the Ming army in Liaodong. In particular, the Manchus were strongly interest
ed in the heavy weapons with which the Ming army was equipped.5) 

The second reason was to establish an economic basis for their regime. 
The Qjng dynasty founded various types of bannerlands and manors in 
Manchuria. These lands, later classified as "public land", included Manchu 
bannerman bannerland, manors of Manchu nobles, and manors of court offices 
such as the Neiwufu (Imperial Household Department), the Shengjing hubu 
(Board of Revenue in Shengjing), the Shengjing libu (Board of Ceremonies in 
Shengjing), and so forth. These lands in Manchuria were preserved for the 
Manchu dynasty and its bannermen in the early Qjng period. Han Chinese 
were strictly prohibited from owning "public lands."6) These "public lands" 
were meant to form the economic basis for the Qing dynasty, its nobles, and 
Manchu bannermen. The Qjng dynasty expected Han bannermen to manage 
and till these lands for them. 

It is noteworthy that a considerable number of influential persons in 
Fengtian society belonged to the Han banners at the beginnning of the twenti
eth century, namely, Yuanjinkai, Zhang Rong, and Zhao Erxun. Yuanjinkai, a 
Han Plain Yellow bannerman (hanjun zhenghuang qiren) and a native of Liaoyang 
zhou (Liaoyang department), organized the local elite of Fengtian area, and en
deavoured to support the Qjng dynasty during the 1911 Revolution. He later 
became a high rank official of the Zhang Zuolin regime and Manzhouguo. 7) 

Zhang Rong, a Han Bordered Yellow bannerman (hanjun xianghuang qiren) and 
a native of Fushun xian (Fushun county), led the anti-Qjng movement.8) Zhao 
Erxun, a Han Plain Blue bannerman (hanjun zhengwn qiren) and a native of 
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Fenghuang ting (Fenghuang subprefecture), was the Governor-General of 
Dongsansheng (Manchuria) during that revolution.9) All of them were the key 
figures of Fengtian local politics during the 1911 Revolution. 

These Han bannermen were often powerful landlords. For example, 
Zhang Rong's family was regarded as the most wealthy landlord in Fengtian. 10) 

Zhang's family, hereditary commanders of the Han Bordered Yellow banner
men guards, lived in Fushun where they served the office of the Sanling (Office 
of the Tombs of Taizu, Taizong, and their ancestors) for generations, managing 
the Sanling and the vast area of land belonging to it. It is said that Zhang 
Qinshan, Zhang Rong's father, owned about 19,200 mu of land in Xifeng and 
about 10,000 mu around Fengtian city at the end of the Qing period. He also 
possessed two grain warehouses (liangchan) in Fushun and Xingjing and a brew
ery (shaoguo) in Tonghua. 11 ) Owning a large area of land, Zhang Qinshan was 
deeply engaged in the commerce and manufacturing industry. Other members 
of the Zhang family were also well-known landlords. Zhang Qinyuan, Zhang 
Qinshan's younger brother, owned more than 5,600 mu of land in Xian in 
1928. 12) Zhang Huanyu was also a powerful landlord in Fushun and was elect
ed a member of the Provincial Assembly in 1909. 13) 

While Zhang Rong was a leader of the anti-Qing movement in Fengtian, 
YuanJinkai, a Han bannerman and landlord, was a leader of the Qing loyalists 
in Fengtian in the 1911 Revolution. He was not necessarily a big landlord, but 
he possessed more than 500 mu of land in his home village, Shanyaopu, in 
Liaoyang. 14) The wealthiest landlord in Liaoyang was Wang Chengxian, a Han 
Bordered Blue bannerman who owned at least 7,500 mu of land around the 
Liaoyang area. 15) 

There were many other Han bannerman landlords in Fengtian. Some of 
the powerful landlords in Fengtian had been managers (zhuangtou) of banner
land manors, including Tian Yugong and Ling Yunge. Both Tian and Ling be
longed to the Han Plain Yellow banner; they were the former zhuangtou of the 
N eiwufu manors in Liaoyang and Suizhong respectively. 16) Amagai Kenzaburo, 
an investigator of the South Manchuria Railroad Company who inquired into 
the landholding structure of Fengtian, explained that some of the zhuangtou of 
the former manors, Han bannermen, were very wealthy, controlling land and 
peasa:t;its in rural communities. According to Amagai, "zhuangtou" sometimes 
implied the influential men of the local villages. 17) 

Clearly, by the end of the Qing dynasty, some Han bannermen had 
emerged as landlords and local elites in Fengtian: Why did it happen? In order 
to answer this question, we must examine the land system of Fengtian during 
the Qing period. 
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II. The Basic Structure of the Land System in Fengtian in the Qing Period 

(1) Banner Land System in Fengtian 

As Table I shows, the registered 
population of Fengtian province was 
only 359,622 in 1741; it expanded to 
10,238,309 in 1908 with an increase 
of about 28.4 times. Many peasants 
immigrated from places in China 
proper such as Shandong and Henan 
provinces to Manchuria during the 
Qing period and reclaimed vast area 

Table 1 Registered Population of 
Fengtian Province by Year 

Year 
1741 1) 

1781 1) 

18622) 

18872) 

19083) 

1931 4) 

Population 
359,622 
789,093 

2,835,000 
4,451,000 

10,238,309 
16,366,175 

of land. As a result, the acreage of Source: 1) Shengjing tongzhi (Qj.anlong 48 
cultivated land in Manchuria rapidly 
increased. As Table II indicates, the 
acreage of registered cultivated land 
in Fengtian was 41,695,340 mu in 
1908, while it had been only 
2,524,321 mu in 1753, exhibiting an 
expansion of about 16.5 times within 
150 years. While demographic 
analysis of Fengtian society in the 
Qjng period is certainly of great im
portance to the study of Manchurian 

edition), vol. 35 "Hu-kou." 
2) Liang Fangzhong, Zhongguo 

lidai hukou tiandi tianfu tongji 
(Shanghai renmin chuban-she, 
1980) pp. 264-66. 

3) Manshu chiho-shi Maki l, (Kanto 
totoku-fu, 1911) p. 12. 

4) Dongbei nianjian (Minguo 20 
edition), (Dongbei wenhua-she, 
1932) p. 150. 

history, the focus here will be the Qjng period land system of Fengtian under 
which these increases in population and cultivated land were realized. 

Even though the Qjng land system of Fengtian was extremely complicated, 
we can summarize its basic structure in the following manner. According to 
Sudo Yoshiyuki, the entire land in Fengtian in the Qjng period was divided into 
the "civil area" (minjie) and the "banner area" (qijie). The land in the "civil area" 
was regarded as "civil land" and was under the control of such civilian offices 
as county magistrates. Han civilians ( minren) were supposed to be able to own 
only "civil land." On the other hand, the land in the "banner area" was consid
ered "bannerland" in a broad sense or "public land," and it was under the con
trol of the banner offices. "Public land" consisted of the bannerland for 
Manchu bannermen, various types of the manors owned by the Qjng court and 
its nobles, and unreclaimed lands. 18) In short, only Manchu nobles and 
Manchu bannermen were able to own "public land." Most of the land in 
Fengtian was officially ciassified as "public land" in the Qjng period; 
21,997,681 mu out of 28,495,912 mu total in Fengtian (77.1 percent) was regard
ed as "public land" in 1887. The lands of the public manors, such as those of 
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the Neiwufu, occupied about 10 
percent of the "public land" in 
Fengtian in 1887 (2,230,198 mu 
out of the total registered "public 
land" of 21,997,681 mu). 19) Also, a 
vast area of the manorial lands 
owned by the Qing nobles were 
classified as bannerlands. It was 
generally the Han bannermen who 
managed and cultivated these 
manor lands. In addition, some 
parts of the land which had been 
newly reclaimed by Han peasants 
were also placed under the control 
of Han bannermen because these 
lands belonged to such Qing of
fices as the Sanling formerly. 20) 

This situation changed after 
the RussoJapanese War. At the 
end of the Qing period and after 
the 1911 Revolution, the acreage 
of the registered land increased 
enormously. Even though it was 
true that a considerable area of un-
cultivated land in this period was 
reclaimed by peasant immigrants 
from China proper, the rapid in
crease in registered acreage of cul
tivated land was, in fact, resulted 
from the change in record-keeping 

Table 2 Acreage of Registered Cultivated 
Land in Fengtian Province by 
Year 

Year 
1661 1) 

1685 1) 

17241) 

17531) 

1851 1) 

1887 1) 

[ 
Total Public Land 
Total Civil Land 

19082) 

1931 3) 

[ 
Total Public Land 
Total Civil Land 

Acreage (mu) 
60,933 

311,750 
580,658 

2,524,321 
11,524,171 
28,495,912 

21,997,681 l 
6,498,231 

41,695,340 
93,144,260 

1,018,675] 
92,125,585 

Sources: 1) Liang Fangzhong, Zhongguo lidai 

hukou tiandi tianhu tongji 
(Shanghai renmin chuban-she, 
1980)pp.380,384-85. 

2) Manshu chiho-shi Maki 7, (Kantou 
totokufu, 1911) p. 140. 

3) Dongbei nianjian (Minguo 20 edi

tion), (Dongbei wenhua-she, 
1932) p. 112. 

system. In other words, it was the result of a new land investigation carried out 
by the Fengtian provincial government after the RussoJapanese War, whereby 
a large area of formerly unregistered land was discovered. Secondly, the "pub
lic land" was reorganized into "civil land" through the reorganization of the 
land system at the end of the Qing and after the 1911 Revolution. 
Consequently, the "public land" in Fengtian occupied only 1,018,675 mu out of 
93,144,260 mu of the total registered land (only about 1 percent) in 1931. The 
point here is that a considerable part of the former "public land," which was re
organized into "civil land," fell into the hands of former Han bannermen, who 
had managed and cultivated them as "public land." Therefore, our question is, 
how did these Han bannermen establish their ownership of the lands which 
had been formally retained by the Qing court and its nobles? Through this in-
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quiry, we may be able to understand how some Han bannermen became pow
erful landlords in Fengtian at the end of the Qing period and after the 1911 
Revolution. Before examining this question, I would like to explain the situa
tion of the Han bannermen who managed the public lands in the Qing period. 

(2) Han Bannermen as Pseudo-Landlords in the Qing Period 

As mentioned above, when the Qing conquered Liaodong at the begin
ning of the seventeenth century, many landlords offered their allegiance and 
lands to the Qing in return for their protection. A large part of this land was 
owned by the Qing court and its nobles and organized as various kinds of 
manors. The former landlords became Han bannermen and were sometimes 
appointed as the manor managers. Peasants who had cultivated these lands un
der the landlords were also usually included in the banner system. They tilled 
the land as before under the control of the zhuangtou who were in fact the for
mer landlords. It is also true that some of the former Ming soldiers were ap
pointed as the zhuangtou of the manors for their meritorious deeds during the 
Qing's conquest.21 ) 

There were two reasons why the Qing appointed the former landlords as 
the zhuangtou of the manors. The first was that the Qing dynasty could rule the 
lands and the cultivators more effectively through former power-holders, name
ly, landlords and influential people in villages. The second was that the Han 
people were generally skillful in agriculture. The Qing could utilize their skill 
by retaining some of the former Han landlords as manorial managers. The post 
of zhuangtou was hereditary, and its duties were to manage lands and peasants 
and to pay annual tribute to the Qing court and its nobles. 22) The Qing tried to 
ensure the Manchus' financial dominance by establishing the manors as their fi
nancial basis. 

Although the Qing court and its nobles were maintained by their manors 
and received annual tribute from the zhuangtou, they were unable to participate 
in the actual governing of the manors. Rather, the real control over the manors 
was in the hands of the zhuangtou. Thus, in the manor system in Manchuria, the 
Qing dynasty faced a serious problem. Since the Qing nobles depended upon 
the manors which were organized under the control of zhuangtou, the dynasty 
had to ensure the power of the zhuangtou over the lands and peasants. On the 
other hand, the dynasty had to check the growth of zhuangtou power because it 
would infringe upon the Qing court and its nobles' ownership of the lands. The 
only thing that secured the Manchus' status as owners of the manors was their 
power as conquerors. Therefore, if their power as conquerors waned, their con
trol over the manor lands would be precarious. 

Actually, the Qing court and its nobles did lose the control over the 
manors early in the Qing dynasty. It was illustrated by the report of Sun Jiagan 
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in the mid-Qing period, which revealed much about the manors in Fengtian in 
general. (Sun Jiagan was appointed Xieban daxueshi ( Assistant Grand 
Secretary J and Libu shangshu ( a Minister of Personnel Ministry J during the 
time of Qianlong. )23) He reported the following: 

But recently the bannermen (the Qing nobles) sue the tenant peasants for 
not paying annual tributes and try to confiscate these lands from the tenant 
peasants. On the other hand, the tenant peasants lodge objections against 
the bannermen's claims. As a matter of fact, all of those problems were 
caused by the subordinates of bannermen such as the slaves of the banner
men who were sent to the bannerlands (the manors) in Manchuria to col
lect annual tributes, the zhuangtou of the bannerlands who collect annual 
tributes from the tenant peasants, and the subordinates of the zhuangtou. If 

the peasants want to get good farmlands, they have to work hard to re
claim, fertilize, and cultivate those lands for two or three years. However, 
after they have finished cultivating those lands, the subordinates of the 
bannermen will sue the peasants for occupying the bannerlands. In this 
way, the bannerlands expand and the zhuangtou can get much of the annual 
tributes, but they offer less annual tribute to the bannermen. The banner
men were robbed of their lands and the tenant peasants suffer the severe 
collection of annual tributes by the zhuangtou. The zhuangtou and the subor
dinates embezzle the annual tributes and share them. Then they collect the 
next year's annual tributes from the tenant peasants to pay to the banner
men. The next year the zhuangtou are not able to collect the annual trib
utes. So the zhuangtou, being afraid of the reproach of the bannermen, re
port to the bannermen that the tenant peasants will not pay annual 
tributes. Therefore, the bannermen sue the tenant peasants for not paying 
annual tributes, and the tenant peasants lodge an objection against the 
bannermen. The bannermen are suffering from the lack of annual tributes 
although they have the bannerlands. On the other hand, the tenant peas
ants are threatened with the confiscation of their cultivated lands even 
though they pay annual tributes regularly. Only the zhuangtou and the sub
ordinates of the zhuangtou can live a luxurious life by embezzling the annu
al tributes of the bannerlands.24) 

SunJiagan blamed the zhuangtou and their subordinates for embezzling the 
annual tribute they had collected from the peasants of the manors. Because of 
this embezzlement, the Qing nobles were not able to collect sufficient revenue. 
On the other hand, the zhuangtou had compelled the Han Chinese peasants to 
reclaim new lands, which were then merged as part of the manors. The zhuang
tou made the Han Chinese peasants their tenants, and further burdened these 
peasants with the compulsory payment of annual tribute. Through this process, 
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the zhuangtou extended the lands of the manors that were actually under their 
rule. Under these circumstances, some of the zhuangtou accumulated wealth by 
exploiting the peasants, while the real owners of the manors (the Qjng court 
and its nobles) were confronted with increasing financial difficulties. There 
might be some exaggeration in this memorial about the local power of the 
zhuangtou, but I think Sun's memorial seems to express the strong complaint of 
Manchu nobles about the problems of their manors in those days, even though 
Sun himself was not a Manchu noble. 

The concentration of actual power over the manors in the hands of the 
zhuangtou continued until the later part of the Qjng period. The following re
port by Zhang Tingxiang described these conditions in the Daoguang peri
od. 25) It was a typical characteristic of such reports that it blamed on the mis
conduct of the zhuangtou: 

The zhuangtou of the Jinzhou manor, Gao Lin, had strong local power. His 
name was well known even in the Imperial court. He always blew his trum
pet and kept many concubines. He treated the peasants harshly. Indeed, 
his unlawful deeds were innumerable.26) 

The documents above revealed that the manors did not necessarily nor 
properly function as the private economic basis of the Qjng court and its no
bles. Some zhuangtou actually behaved as pseudo-landlords in Fengtian local so
ciety. As Amagai reported, some zhuangtou were actually very wealthy and 
wielded considerable influence in the villages of southern Manchuria. Under 
such conditions, the Qjng dynasty itself was inclined to reorganize the manorial 
and "public land" systems in Fengtian province after the Russojapanese War. 

III. The Disposal of "Public Land" at the End of the Qing Period 

Confronted by the crises of the Russian and Japanese invasions, the Qjng 
government tried to reorganize its control over Manchuria. The basic structure 
of the Manchurian administrative system was reorganized from a military one 
to a civil one in 1907, which meant that this area was placed in the same admin
istrative system as other provinces. 27) As one of the key reform programs in 
Fengtian, the Qjng government began to reorganize the "public land" as "civil 
land." As I explained, the reason for this reform was the Qjng dynasty's realiza
tion that "public land" could no longer function as the private economic basis 
of the Manchus, especially because manor lands increasingly fell into the hands 
of the zhuangtou and other powerful Han bannermen. A large part of the "pub
lic land" was actually controlled by these pseudo-landlords, those Han banner
men on whom had been bestowed the right to manage the lands by the dy
nasty. 
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After the Russojapanese War, the Fengtian provincial government under 
the Qing made a full-scale land survey and sold a vast area of "public land" to 
private civilians. This project of "public land" disposal was carried on by the 
Fengtian provincial government under the Republic and, later, also by the 
Zhang Zuolin government. 28) 

There were two purposes of this project. The first purpose was to certify 
ownership of specific land parcels; the titled groups would pay for the land and 
would have the responsibility for paying land taxes. This project was essentially 
a cadastral survey through which the Fengtian provincial government intended 
to establish land ownership and tax responsibilities. Moreover, through this 
project the government sought to increase its economic and political control 
over local landlords and villages. 

The second purpose was to generate revenue. The Qing government had 
been interested in the disposal of "public land" as a financial source since the 
beginning of the twentieth century. In particular, it needed an enormous 
amount of money to implement various reform programs in Fengtian. 
According to the calculations of the second Governor-General Xi Liang in 
1910, the Fengtian provincial government annually needed 2.5 million liang for 
the re-establishment of police system, 2.0 million liang for the establishment of 
new judical system, and 4.4 million liang for the reorganization of the educa
tional system.29) But how would the provincial government be able to make 
such a large amount of money? Xi Liang also indicated that the annual revenue 
of the Fengtian provincial government was only 15.8 million liang in 1908.30) 

Facing this financial crisis, the Qing bureaucrats in Fengtian province disposed 
of the "public land" as one of the financial resources. They could also expect 
certain amount of regular revenue through the land tax on the former "public 
lands." 

The important point here is that the former Han bannermen, especially 
some of the zhuangtou of the manors, now had the opportunities to buy the land 
they had been controlling. By purchasing the ownership of "public land" or 
simply occupying these lands, some Han bannermen who had been pseudo
landlords would be able to acquire the status as true landlords. 

The "public land" was disposed of in the following manners. Table III, 
based upon the Dongsansheng zhengliie, provides data concerning the disposal of 
"public land" in Fengtian at the end of the Qing period.31 ) First of all, the 
provincial government specified the sixteen specific areas which had been re
garded as "public land" under the traditional Qing land system. They called 
the undertakings of these land disposal "projects." I have numbered the pro
jects which disposed of the lands in the sixteen areas in Table III. The entire 
land within these sixteen areas was sold to private citizens. We can classify 
these areas into three groups. The first group is that of originally unreclaimed 
lands which had been preserved for the Manchu bannermen (the areas num-
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Table 3 Disposal of Public Land in Fengtian at the End of the Qing Period 

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) 
Areas Year Acreage Total Revenue in Land Price Land Tax 

Disposed of of of Land Revenue 1907 and 
Disposal Disposed of 1908 

( 1) Qianfang dongliu 
1901-05 

1,167,270 1,451,029 
None 

weihuang mu Liang l Liang 2 qian 2fen 

(2) Qianfang xiliu 
1903-05 

3,031,788 1,186,798 
None 

per mu per mu 

weihuang mu Liang 

(3) Dalinghe muchang 1901-02 
509,190 583,354 

None 
4-1 fen 

mu Liang The 1 st class per mu 

( 4) Pansheyi kenwu 1903-07 
574,211 321,089 

None 
2 Liang l qian 3-1 fen 

mu Liang per mu per mu 
213,770 328,291 181,683 The 2nd class 4-2fen 

(5)Jinshu guigongdi 1905-07 
mu Liang Liang l liang 4 qian per mu 

(6)Jinzhou 
1906-

1,041,560 1,800,000 941,589 per mu 8-6 fen 

guanzhuang mu Liang Liang The 3rd class per mu 
(7) Niuzhuang 

1906-08 
385,522 207,230 108,295 7 qian per mu 8-6 fen 

weitang mu Liang Liang per mu 
(8) Zhangwu 

1906-
2,637,499 170,000 43,062 6 qian 6 fen 2fen 

qingzhang mu liang liang per mu per mu 
(9) Fengxiu 1,232,750 10,259 6 qian 5-2 fen 

1907- Not decided 
shanghuang mu Liang'f per mu per mu 
(10) Fengxiu 

1907- Not decided Not decided None Same as 
weitang 

Project 
2fen 

(11) Dongliu 150,000 per mu 
fuzhang 

1907- Not decided Not decided 
liang'f 

(3)-(6) 

(12) Qianfang zasa 
1902-04 

625,000 shang 806,000 
Not received 

Ketu wangqi 1,250,000 zhang liang The 1 st class 

(13) Xufang zasa 
1906-07 

89,063 shang 189,204 40,531 4 liang 4 qian 

ketu wangqi 140,640 zhang liang liang per shang 

(14) Keerqin zhenguo 
400,000 shang 

327,037 The 2nd class 
1904-06 None 660 wen 

gongqi liang 2 liang 4 qian 
per shang 

(15) Tushen yetu 1906- 13,121.fong Not decided 
202,250 per shang 

liang The 3rd class 
( 16) Xufang zasa ketu 

9,565 l liang 4 qian 
zhengu gongqi hebei 1908- 200,000 shang Not decided per shang 
meng huhuang 

liang'f'f 

* Shengping silver 
* * Shi ping silver 
Source: Dongsansheng zhengliie, juan 7, pp. 3a-5b. Reprint, vol. 9. pp. 5021-26. 
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bered 1, 2, 4, and 7-11 ). The second is that of lands owned by public manors 
such as the Neiwufu manor (the areas numbered 3, 5, and 6). The third group 
is pasture which had originally been held by Mongol bannermen (the areas 
numbered 12-16). A large part of these lands had already been cultivated by 
Han Chinese peasants. The provincial government established an office for 
each disposal project at the nearest district capital of the disposed area. The of
fice was called Genwuju (the Office of Reclamation). The officials dispatched 
from the Genwuju surveyed land, examined the landholding structure, and de
cided on the ownership of land. Then, the provincial government would issue a 
deed to the certified landowner, who would pay the land price and be responsi
ble for paying the land tax. As Table III shows, the disposal of the Fengtian 
"public land" was carried out from 1901 onwards through Projects 1 and 3. The 
provincial government further expanded the projects under the direction of the 
Genwu dazhen (The Minister of Reclamation), Tingjie, from 1905 onwards.32) 

(i) Land Price and Tax 

Column (F) of Table III shows the price of land sold in these projects. 
Each project had its own regulated land price. However, seven out of sixteen of 
the undertakings had the same fixed price for cultivated land (those numbered 
3-6, 8, 10 and 11 ). The best quality land was sold for 2 liang 1 qian per mu, the 
second for 1 Liang 4 qian, and the third for 7 qian. Unreclaimed lands in those ar
eas were sold at considerably lower prices. The lands in the projects numbered 
1, 2, 7, and 9 were sold at lower prices due to their low productivity and disad
vantageous locations. Land which was originally pasture was sold at the same 
fixed price. The best quality land was sold at 4 Liang 4 qian per shang ( about 10 
mu), the second at 3 Liang 4 qian, and the third at 2 Liang 4 qian. Also, the provin
cial government collected miscellaneous fees from the sale of the "public 
lands." 

Our question is whether these land prices were reasonable compared to 
the contemporary real average land price of each area. We do not have a defi
nite answer. However, we do have an example: according to a research con
ducted by the Fengtian Research Institute of Agriculture (Fengtian Nongshi 
Shiyanchang) in 1909, the average land price inJinzhou prefecture was about 8 
Liang per mu.33 ) If this was the case, the Neiwufu's manors lands located in 
Jinzhou Uinzhou manor) were disposed of at a price which was only about 20 
percent of the real average land price in this area. Considering the case of the 
disposal of the Jinzhou manors, it is highly likely that the provincial govern
ment set the land price at a considerably lower level because the land was sold 
to those who had actually strong customary rights to the land in previous days. 

Column ( G) shows the land tax. The provincial government set the rate of 
the land tax from 1 fen to 8 fen per mu in Projects 1-11 according to the quality 
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and location of the land. For example, because of its fertility and good location, 
land in the former Jinzhou manors was very heavily taxed compared to other 
land. The Jinzhou region had been a well-developed agricultural area since the 
early Qj.ng period, and a large part of the land there had already been re
claimed even before the establishment of thejinzhou manors in 1669.34) At the 
end of the Qj.ng period, the Jinzhou area enjoyed also the good access to the 
railroad which connected northern China and Shenyang. 

(ii) Acreage of Land Disposed 

Column (C) indicates the acreage of land which has been sold in these pro
jects. According to the figures in Column (C), at least 7 million mu of land was 
sold by 1908, not counting the sale of former pasture lands. The provincial gov
ernment continued to sell the former "public land" thereafter. The total 
acreage of registered land in Fengtian was about 40 million mu in 1908. The 
above figures show how widespread the disposal of public land was at the end 
of the Qj.ng period. If we assume that the average acreage of a field that one 
household cultivated in Fengtian was about 20-30 mu, 7 million mu, the total 
area of land sold, was equivalent to the acreage of about 230,000-350,000 
households' fields. 35) 

(iii) The Provincial Government's Revenue 
from the Disposal of "Public Land" 

Columns (D) and (E) show the provincial government's revenue from this 
project. According to Column (D), the provincial government had already re
ceived about 4 million liang by 1908 through the sale of "public land" in areas 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8. Also, about 1.8 million liang was expected through the dis
posal of the Jinzhou manors (project 6). Xi Liang's report later confirmed that 
the provincial government actually received more than 1.48 million liang by 
1909 through the disposal of the Jinzhou manors.36) Column (E) indicates that 
the total revenue from the disposal of "public land" in 1907 and 1908 was 
about 1.64 million liang. As mentioned above, according to Xi Liang's report, 
the revenue of Fengtian province in 1908 was about 15.8 million liang. 37 ) 

Therefore, these figures show how important the revenue from the disposal of 
"public land" was to the provincial government's finances in those days. The 
revenues from the disposal of "public land" provided a vast amount of money 
for implementation of reform programs in Fengtian at the end of the Qj.ng. 
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(iv) The Establishment of Land Ownership by 
the Former Pseudo-Landlords 

The next important question is who had the right to purchase the former 
"public land." The basic principle the Qing government adoped was to re-orga
nize the "public land" into "civil land" without destroying the existing social hi
erarchy and order of rural communities. As a result, the people who had actual
ly controlled "public land" in villages were granted first priority in the purchase 
of the land. I would like to consider this point in the case of the N eiwufu 
manors. 

According to the Zhengzhi guanbao and the Dongsansheng zhengliie written by 
Xu Shichang, the zhuangtou (managers) were granted the first priority to pur
chase the manor lands of the Neiwufu which they had previously managed. If 
the zhuangtou could not afford the purchase price for a particular piece of land, 
then the right of purchase would be passed to the tenants of the manors. If nei
ther the zhuangtou nor the tenant intended to purchase the land, the provincial 
government would sell this land in open market. 38) Why were the zhuangtou giv
en the right to buy the land? First of all, many of the ancestors of zhuangtou had 
been the landowners in this area in the Ming period and commended them
selves to the Manchu dynasty with their lands when the Qing conquered. 
Because of these historical facts, the zhuangtou were granted special rights to the 
land. The second and more important reason was that it was most of the 
zhuangtou who actually controlled the land and peasants in the Qing period. 
They were already functioning as landlords and formed the local ruling class in 
the area. As Amagai Kenzaburo mentioned, the N eiwufu manor zhuangtou were 
generally wealthy and thus the most capable of meeting the purchase price and 
tax.39) 

Unfortunately, there is currently no document that systematically records 
the names of those who acquired ownership of the former Neiwufu manor 
lands. We do, however, have fragmentary records concerning the disposal of 
the N eiwufu manors located in Jinzhou. The Jinzhou manors were formally 
controlled by 216 zhuangtou and each of them was supposed to manage 
3,900-5,400 mu of land.40) As Table III indicates, about 1.35 million mu of the 
Jinzhou manor land was disposed of in 1906 to 1909. 

The zhuangtou had to evaluate the benefit and cost that the disposal of the 
manor lands might bring them. The benefit was that they would acquire the of
ficial ownership of the land. The cost incurred was the land price and tax. Xi 
Liang wrote in his memorial that some of the zhuangtou schemed to obstruct the 
disposal ofJinzhou manors because they did not want to pay the land price and 
tax for the land they had actually been controlling. In addition, some of the 
zhuangtou could not afford to buy the land and, therefore, they resisted the dis-
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posal of the manor lands. 41 ) It was natural that they were afraid of losing their 

rights to the land. However, according to Xi Liang's report, some zhuangtou of 
the manors were, on the contrary, eager to purchase the manor lands that they 

had been managing, and many of them had the economic, political, and social 

power to do so. They welcomed the disposal of Jinzhou manors because this 
would give them juridical ownership of the land. Furthermore, some zhuangtou 
who did not have enough money to purchase the vast area of the land they had 

been managing could borrow money from merchants. After these zhuangtou 
bought the land with loans from merchants, they sold part of it to the mer
chants in order to settle their debt. 42) 

Given the fact that the zhuangtou were granted first priority in acquiring 

landlord status, many tenants of the manor resisted this project because they 
were also afraid of losing their customary rights to the land. In the Qjng period, 

some of the manors' tenants whose families had been cultivating the land since 
the establishment of the manor or had reclaimed the land were generally per

mitted to cultivate the land as long as they paid rent. Moreover, the zhuangtou 
were not able to raise the rent at will. This type of tenancy, called "permanent 

tenancy" (yongdian quan), was very common in Fengtian in those days. 43
) 

However, once the zhuangtou acquired full ownership of the land through the 

disposal of the manor lands, the tenants' right to the land became precarious. 
Regarding the strong misgivings of the manor tenants, the Qjng government is
sued deeds to those tenants, which officially confirmed their permanent tenan

cy on the land the tenants had been cultivating even after the disposal of the 
manor lands to the zhuangtou.44 ) In addition, some wealthy tenants were also al
lowed to purchase parts of the manor lands. 45) 

According to Xu Shichang's memorial, a zhuangtou of the Jinzhou manor 

named Xu Chungsheng, a Han Plain Yellow bannerman, had previously con
trolled about 3,000 mu of manor land. When the Jinzhou manors were disposed 
of, both Xu and the manor's tenants insisted on their right of purchase. As a re

sult, more than 1,100 mu of land was purchased by Xu's family, while more 
than 1,800 mu of land was bought by 153 tenants. 46) 

Also, according to a 1937 investigation conducted by the Land Bureau of 

the Manzhouguo government (Manshukoku Tochikyoku), one former zhuangtou 
of the Jinzhou manor named Ling Yungge, a Han Plain Yellow bannerman, 

controlled more than 9,000 mu of manor land in Suizhong during the Qjng pe
riod. An ancestor of Ling Yunge had been a soldier of the former Ming general, 

Kong Youde, and in 1669 he was appointed the zhuangtou of the Jinzhou manor 
in Suizhong area for his meritorious deeds during the Qjng's conquest. On this 
occasion, both the zhuangtou Ling Yungge and the tenants of the manor claimed 
their rights to purchase the land. The tenants claimed that their ancestors immi

grated into this area from Shandong in 1663 and that they reclaimed and culti
vated the land even before the establishment of the Jinzhou manors. After ne-
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gotiations between Ling Yunge and the tenants, the tenants of the manors were 
permitted to buy only about 640 mu of land, while Ling's family was allowed to 
retain the rest. 47) The above cases clearly indicate that some powerful zhuangtou 
of the Jinzhou manors, Han Plain Yellow Bannermen, actually purchased a 
large part of the former manor land, as the Qing officials expected. 

IV. The Disoposal of Public Land after the 1911 Revolution 

During the 1911 Revolution, the Republican government confirmed the 
privileged right of the former Qing court over those manors and the Sanling 
lands. Those lands were now called the Imperial Estates (huangchan). Therefore, 
even after the 1911 Revolution, the former Qing court possessed a large area of 
land in Manchuria. 48

) Even though the former Qing court was the biggest land
lord in this area, they did not have the actual power of control over the land. In 
fact, however, the former officials of the Impeiral Household Department and 
the Sanling office hereditary controlled the lands. In particular, the managers 
of the manors and the Sanling lands had influential power over the lands. 
Peasants who cultivated these lands also had hereditary and customary rights 
over these lands. The real structure of property rights over the Imperial Estates 
was very complicated. 

The Repubican government and the Zhang Zuolin regime, then, tried to 
dispose of the Impeiral Estates. They insisted that a large part of the lmpeiral 
Estates originally had the character as "public land." The government began to 
sold these lands to the common citizens. Now, part of the former lmpeial 
Estates was reorganized as "civil lands (mindi)." In other words, even after the 
1911 Revolution, the disposal of "public land" to the common civilians was con
tinually carried out by the local government under the Republic and the Zhang 
Zuolin regime. The Guandi Qingzhangju (the Bureau for the Disposal of Public 
Land) was established for this purpose in 1915. A report of the Land Bureau of 
Manzhouguo explained the actual process of the disposal of "public land" con
ducted in Fengtian province after the 1911 Revolution. According to this re
port, 11,775,000 mu of the former "public land" in Fengtian was sold to com
mon persons from 1913 through 1924. The former manors owned by the Qing 
offices and its nobles were completely disposed of through those undertakings. 
The Fengtian provincial government generated about 18,000,000 yuan through 
the disposal of "public land" from 1915 through 1923.49) According to Sonoda 
Kazuki's estimation, the annual revenue of the Fengtian provincial government 
in 1910s was about 10,000,000-15,000,000 yuan.50) Therefore, the provincial of
ficials after the 1911 Revolution were also strongly interested in this project as a 
means of raising revenue. As a result, only prominent Fengtian local bureau
crats such as Wang Yongjiang could assume the position of the Director 
General of the Bureau for the Disposal of Public Land.51 ) 
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Like the cases of the disposal of "public land" at the end of the Qjng peri
od, the Fengtian provincial government under the Republic and the Zhang 
Zuolin government gave the first priority of the purchase of the former "public 
land" to those who actually controlled the lands. By doing so, the Fengtian gov
ernment tried to reorganize the former "public land" into "civil land" without 
destroying the existing order of local society. It is highly possible that the for
mer Han bannermen who had managed the former "public land" further ex
tended their control over the lands through the disposal of "public land" after 
the 1911 Revolution. 

On the other hand, it was also these high rank provincial officials them
selves who could buy a large part of the former "public lands" through this pro
ject. For example, according to Amano Motonosuke's investigation in 1928, in
fluential officials in the Fengtian provincial government such as Zhang Zuolin, 
Gao Qjnghe, Zeng Youyi, and Zhang Huanxiang owned vast area of lands in 
Fengtian province at that time.52) A large part of the lands those officials owned 
was originally classified as "banner areas" in the Qjng period. Therefore, it is 
highly likely that, taking advantage of their status as high bureaucrats of the 
Fengtian local government, they bought or simply occupied the former "public 
land" and became big landlords. 

V. From Pseudo-Landlords to Landlords: the Case of the Zhang Family 

Some Han bannermen such as the zhuangtou of the manors were given the 
opportunity to purchase or simply to occupy vast area of the former "public 
land" they had managed. Here, I would like to return to the case of the Zhang 
family: 

As mentioned, the Zhang family had vast landholdings in the Fushun, 
Xian, and Xifeng areas at the end of the Qjng period. 53) And from the Zhang 
family came several powerful personalities in modern history of Manchuria. 
For example, Zhang Rong was arrested in 1905 for attempted assasination of 
the five Qing ministers at Beijing station, and escaped from capital punishment 
since he was a son of the high rank offical of the Sanling. He was a leader of the 
Revolutionary Alliance in Fengtian during the 1911 Revolution and was killed 
by the subordinates of Zhang Zuolin.54) Zhang Huanxiang, a cousin of Zhang 
Rong, graduated fromjapan's military academy (Rikugun Shikan Gakkou) and 
became a high rank official of the Zhang Zuolin regime and Manzhouguo.55) 

The Sanling office controlled a large area of lands in Fengtian and Jilin 
provinces in the Qjng period. They believed that there was a long belt of the 
longmo from Zhangbai Mountain through Zhaoling (the tomb of Huantaiji) in 
Fengtian and that the longmo was a stream of special energy, longqi, which sus
tained the Qjng dynasty. Zhangbai Mountain was the Manchu people's spiritu
al homeland. The Qing dynasty carefully preserved the longmo. The Sanling of-
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fice controlled the areas in which the longmo passed through. It is very interest
ing that the Zhang family possessed a large area of land where the longmo had 
been considered to pass through.56) It is highly likely that, after the 1911 
Revolution, the Zhang family established their territory where the Sanling of
fice originally controlled. The following case confirms this hypothesis. 

A document (No. 32765) of Fengtian-sheng gonshu (The Office of Fengtian 
Province) deposited in the Liaoning-sheng dang'an guan (the Archival Museum 
of Lioaning Province) dealt with the incidents concering this land. Zhao ling 
yaochai guandiandi spread out west side of the Zhaoling and covered about 
30,000 mu. The land of Zhaoling yaochai guandiandi was supposed to supply fire
wood and tiles to Zhaoling. But, in fact, the officials of the Sanling invited 
many Han peasants as tenants and collected annual tributes from them. 

According to the documents, the Zhang family actually controlled a large 
area of these lands. A land register of Zhaoling yaochai guandiandi confirms that 
Zhang Rong and Zhang Huanbai, Zhang Rong's elder brother, held more than 
2,000 mu of the lands. At the beginning of the Republican period, Zhang 
Huanbai tried to sell the lands he controlled to Japanese businessmen, 
Nishimiya Fusajiro and Kodera Soukichi. However, since selling of land to for
eigners was illegal at that time, they were prosecuted by the Fengtian provincial 
government. According to this dang'an document we can certify that the Zhang 
family actually held a part of the Sanling's lands, Zhaoling yaochai guandiandi, at 
the beginning of the Republican period. 57) 

Given the above case, it is not strange that some powerful landlords in 
Fengtian at the biginnning of the twentieth century were Han bannermen. The 
explanation above may also be applicable to other Han bannermen who had 
managed the "public lands." As discussed, there was a vast area of "public 
land", controlled by a considerable number of Han bannermen who functioned 
as "pseudo-landlords" in the villages in Fengtian during the Qing period. When 
the "public land" was disposed of, these Han bannermen were usually granted 
first priority in purchasing the lands they had managed. It is reasonable to sup
pose that influential Han bannermen such as Yuan Jinkai, Tian Yugong, Ling 
Yunge, and Zhang Jinshan acquired full ownership of their lands through this 
process. Forming the core of the Fengtian local elite, some of these Han ban
nermen landlords began to wield power in provincial politics in the early twen
tieth century. 

VI. Conclusion 

A large part of the land in Manchuria was organized as "public land" un
der the banner system in the Qjng period. The land was preserved for the Qjng 
court, its nobles, and its bannermen. Free buying and selling of the lands was, 
therefore, strictly prohibited. Han civil people were not allowed to buy and 
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own the bannerland in this area. Under the bannerland system, some poweful 
Han bannermen such as the zhuangtou of the manors and the officals of the 
Sanling actually controlled the lands. 

The Qj.ng government has began to dispose of these lands since the be
ginnnig of the twentieth century. And the local governments under the Repulic 
and the Zhang Zuolin regime took over this project. The bannerland was reor
ganized into civil land. One who paid land price and land tax for a particular 
parcel of land acquired its title and ownership. The influential local elite of 
Han bannermen mentioned above were usually granted the first priority to pur
chase the land they had controlled. Many of them indeed paid money. for the 
lands and established their land ownership. The provincial governments raised 
enormous amount of money through the disposal of the public land. 

Lands in Manchuria were turned into commodity. In other words, land 
market has been established in Manchuria since the beginnning of the twenti
eth century. People could buy and sell lands freely through market. 
Accumulating the amount of land they held, some high rank officials and pow
erful local elite in Fengtian began to wield great influence in provincial society. 
Landholding became an essential part of one's wealth in local society. 
However, the existing order of local society was basically reserved because a 
large part of the lands were disposed of to the former Han bannermen who had 
managed the "public land" under the banner system in the Qj.ng period. High 
officials of Manzhouguo such as Yuanjinkai and Zhang Huanxiang emerged in 
the provincial politics after the 1911 Revolution through the transformation of 
the land system, from the bannerland to civil land. 
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